My dearest Lilian,

I have just been playing "Hindustani" and knew that is one of the best records whatever. Well I finished "Night Rider" last night and like it fine except the last chapter; that did not end up like I wanted it to do. I never would have guessed who the "Red Manch Rider" was, and was surprised at first but after thinking over the whole plot anyone can see that it was not all together concealed until the last.

I have been sowing clover seed this week and have walked one hundred miles, felt that done...
The rain came up before I finished rolling the land, but was glad to see the rain especially for the plant beds.

Enjoyed Sunday so much and have thought of you so much and wondered if you have gotten over your blues, you did not seem like yourself at all and I did all I could to get your mind on something else that you might forget your troubles, but do not know how much I helped you.

Went your to feel free to tell me anything that bothers you.

I am always read to share it with you and want to help you any time that can be of assistance.

Did Jack take you and Jim to did Jack take you and Jim to moneta Monday night? Had it been someplace Monday night? Had it been someplace Monday night? I could have been where I could have gone would have helped to take you.
but Papa being in the shape that he is that puts all the work on me and there is so much that needs to be done right now I'd not feel like could quit my work for pleasure.

I wanted to go bad enough and hope you want so can tell me about the play when are you, probably Sat. might if am not too tired.

Don't you forget write me what I asked you to.

You know which one of the two things you had rather have end it does not matter to me which just so it is the one you want, or if there is something else that you prefer just feel free and say so.

I want you to be sure to do this and if you don't I will not feel any too good over it.
Did you go to Bedford today? Carrie just said this morning that she was going to thought you all went if you did would not doubt you having a headache tonight going on the rough roads.

Guess Jack wasn't in pretty good humor Sunday and Sat. night, so one to bother him but it will not do too much time for him to have to much time like that but it might be best for him, sooner over the better.

Hope you will be feeling good and happy by time to get this out and write one a long sweet letter.

Expect I had better stop and get a full nights sleep because I have been reading pretty late here 7 late and can feel the effects of it.

With a heart full of love,

Yours, Rob.
Miss Lilian H. Naneel,
Moneta,
Route #2,
Virginia.